
Healing GEMs for you! Welcome healing by singing with the purifying & invigorating 

“sunlight of Truth!” (S13, 162:4) “Should we be silent? Ah, never.” (Hymn 283)  

I can never keep from sharing my gratitude for the life-altering healing I had from the whole-

hearted singing of healing hymns and from applying the truths of this “sunlight of Truth” 

citation!  

As part of CedarS Bonus Thanksgiving Lesson Met for 2009 I wrote: “After a joyous 2008 

summer and fall of service, I found myself agonizing in the passenger seat during our evening 

move home from camp.  I sang (along with the sound system) many hymns that I knew by 

heart—thanks to years of CedarS Hymn Sing experience—belting them out, at first through 

tears of intense pain, and later through tears of immense gratitude.  [I love Hymn Sings!!] 

For the first part of the trip the disabling discomfort just wouldn't let up—no matter how I 

changed my position or what hymns or citations I prayed. The pain seemed to radiate from a 

huge, internal growth that had been steadily growing for several months.  It had attempted to 

rob me of my appetite and vigor as well as of all ability to lift one of my legs.  

In deepest humility—and supported by the prayers of the dear driver, of my mom and of a 

practitioner who I kept calling—I continued to reach out to God and to sing each word with 

renewed understanding, conviction and vigor.  With tears of joy I cherished the truths about 

my spiritual nature as if they were being tenderly told to me in order to save my life for God's 

service—and that they did!  

All pain finally broke thanks to this all-out, fervent praying and singing—and I have hardly 

stopped smiling or singing since.  I remain eternally grateful that I took "God-is-All" instead 

of Tylenol—that I chose whole-hearted reliance on Christianly scientific prayer to eliminate 

not only the pain, but also its cause rather that just opting to temporarily relieve suffering.  

I knew when I got home without pain that I was healed, although the draining and dissolving 

of the growth took several more weeks of consistent "ray-delineation therapy" which 

"dissolves tumors" with the invigorating purity of "the sunlight of Truth" that "Christian 

Science brings to the body." (S&H 162:4, S13 in this week’s Christian Science Bible Lesson 

on "God the Only Cause and Creator")  I applied each ray of this divine, healing sunlight – 

shining the specific, promising laws and wonderful ideas laid-out in the following precious 

paragraph.”  

 

"Christian Science brings to the body the sunlight of Truth, which invigorates (refreshes, 

revitalizes, stimulates, enlivens, energizes, animates, rejuvenates, strengthens) and purifies 

(cleanses, disinfects, sanitizes, decontaminates, filters).  Christian Science acts as an alterative 

(a medicinal plant that causes a gradual beneficial change in the body, usually through 

improved nutrition and elimination, without having any marked specific action OR A medicine or 

treatment which gradually induces a change, and restores healthy functions without sensible 

evacuations), neutralizing error with Truth.  It changes the secretions (emissions, discharges, 

oozings), expels humors (4 Medieval ones to be balanced: blood, yellow bile, phlegm, black 



bile), dissolves tumors (growths, cancers, lumps, swellings), relaxes rigid muscles ("thought-

forces"), restores carious bones to soundness.  The effect of this Science is to stir (rouse, wake 

up, budge, shift, get up, revive) the human mind to a change of base (basis, foundation, origin, 

heart, starting point), on which it may yield to the harmony of the divine Mind." (S&H 162:4).  

Have fun letting your body and life sing-out about this transforming "sunlight of Truth"!] 

 


